
We hope you have been able to make the most of our Borough’s green spaces recently. It may 
have been winter but, as we’ll discover below and overleaf, there’s been plenty to spot. 
 
We hope that some of you have been able to join us in our online talks. They’re still taking place every 
two weeks until the end of April when they’ll happen once a month. Join us on 1st April for a special 
Fool’s Day themed talk by Redditch’s own Gary Farmer when he’ll be exploring the tricks and deceits that 
nature plays. Until we can meet in person, stay safe and well.  
 
18th March Wildlife Gardening with Joel Ashton 
1st April The Tricks that Nature Plays with Gary Farmer 
15th April Piper’s Hill: ancients, elfcups & deadwood dwellers with Eleanor Reast 
 

Spring 2021 News 

A little before Christmas word got round that a family of otters had taken up residence at Arrow Valley Lake. Over the 

years, we have travelled to Cornwall, East Anglia, Wales and even the Isle of Skye hoping to see one of these 

wonderful mammals. Despite our best efforts we had not had even the briefest glimpse of an otter! So we didn’t feel 

particularly hopeful as we wandered around the edge of Arrow Valley lake one dull December afternoon. Sure 

enough, we walked the entire lakeside path without a sign of our quarry. Then we heard a high-pitched ‘whistle’, a 

noise we didn’t recognise, so we returned to the edge of the water and our patience was rewarded with the sight of a 

mother otter and two youngsters. Amazingly, no more than 10 minutes from home and we were watching three of 

these remarkable creatures chasing and catching fish right in front of us. A line of bubbles would give them away and 

then one or another would break the water’s surface before diving and returning with a fish. We returned several 

times over the next few weeks, catching a glimpse of at least one otter each time and every time they were around, a 

kingfisher was nearby. It was following, waiting for the otters to chase a small fish to the surface so it could catch an 

easy meal. The rivers flooded soon after Christmas and the family moved on to find food and shelter elsewhere. 

Nature can surprise and you don’t need to travel for wild encounters - they can be right here on our doorstep. 

 

As I write in mid-February, winter is giving way and spring is heading our way. Blackbirds, robins, dunnocks and 

song thrushes are singing whilst wintering redwings & fieldfares stab greedily at the apples I’ve hung in our trees. 

These beautiful thrushes will soon head home, just a few remain to breed in Scotland. In the wilder part of our 

garden, the first wild daffodils are coming into bud and bluebell leaves are starting to show. As the days get longer 

and temperatures (hopefully) continue to rise we will look for the first bumblebee queens leaving hibernation; they’ll 

be searching for somewhere to build a nest and start a new colony. This could be in a compost heap, a bird box or in 

an old mouse hole. Ours isn’t a large country garden; this is a fairly small urban garden in Redditch where we have 

created a little wildlife haven. It’s not difficult to encourage wildlife into your garden. Say “no” to the chemicals, create 

a log pile, let the grass grow a bit longer in part of the garden and plant a native hedge. Mix native flowering plants 

and exotics to extend the flowering season, our garden is full of the scent of witch-hazel at the moment and 

snowdrops and cyclamen are in flower. Soon, native wildflowers will take over and our mini-meadow will be full of 

common spotted orchids and wild grasses providing food for caterpillars and all kinds of bugs. Nature came to our 

rescue during lockdown last year and enriched our lives so let’s give a bit back in 2021 and share our gardens with 

our wild neighbours.            Gary Farmer 



 
 

One of the local walks I did in February was to start at Tardebigge Church to see the 

abundance of beautiful snowdrops under the old yew trees. Whilst there I noticed that 

some of the yews were just forming male flowers on their green foliage, ready to send 

out pollen from the stamens.  

Proceeding down to the Worcestershire and Birmingham 

canal I was looking out for wildflowers that I had not 

seen in flower in the previous winter months. The plant I 

have been noticing locally along road verges is winter 

heliotrope Petasites pyrenaicus, the leaves showing in 

patches of several metres long as it spreads by 

underground rhizomes. The purple and white male 

flowers produce a wonderful almond smell during 

December to February and, as I spotted it growing along 

the edge of the canal, I noticed that a bee had been attracted to it.  

I noticed several small plants with white flowers above 

small leaves - I recognised them as common 

whitlowgrass Erophila verna. It is very common along the 

roadside verges, and I noticed it first flowering locally in 

January, but it is well established along the tops of the 

canal edge and near the bridge walls. I needed to check 

it closely because there are three different species but I 

saw that the petals were deeply split more than halfway 

down and  the leaves have some hairs. 

The find of the day for me was further down the canal 

near the Tardebigge Reservoir - coltsfoot Tussilago 

farfara protruding through the grass at the water’s edge. I 

had been visiting a site where it is hidden beneath grass 

and shown no signs yet but this plant had several buds 

showing colour. The leaves appear after flowering and 

this perennial spreads by underground rhizomes. 

Whilst near the reservoir, I looked across to make note of the waterfowl and spotted 

tufted duck, mallard, great crested grebe, Canada and greylag geese, black-headed 

gull, a black backed gull and coot.  

It was a busy day for walkers along the towpath but no one bothered me as I was 

down on my knees looking at the wildflowers! 

Jackie Hardy 


